





























































	Eyeing the Abject: Real Science and Fictional frankensteinian bodies
	as science facilitates greater degrees of intervention into the body, it destabilises our knowledge of what bodies are, and runs ahead of our ability to make moral judgements about how far science should be allowed to reconstruct the body" (Shilling, The Body, 4). �
	a confrontation with the abject…in order, finally, to eject the abject and re-draw the boundaries between human and non-human” (Creed, 53) 
	What makes us human?
	(human?)
	Slide Number 6
	creature
	wretch
	daemon
	Monster
	“Monsters are typically impure and unclean - they are in between different physical, psychological, ontological states. Some are composite in that they are made up of different parts from different orders. Such ambivalence contributes to their deviance because we are not able to define or characterize them” (133). This speaks to the core of the Creature’s dilemma in Shelley s novel: there is no model by which he can be known and characterised (artt, 265)�
	a figure of failed sociality grounded in embodiment (Koch-rein, 45)
	"unequal distribution of vulnerability“ (Butler in murphy, 243) 
	“an indictment of how societies deal with those considered illegitimate in relation to the 'modern obsession' with corporeal order and predictability and who, as a consequence, are treated as human waste” (shilling,Afterword 263)
	Making humans
	“Perhaps a corpse would be re-animated; galvanism had given token of such things: perhaps the component parts of a creature might be manufactured, brought together, and endued with vital warmth," 
	“the images of the coherent body and the coherent self have both fragmented” (helman,15). 
	One way that the capacities are forged in the public sphere is through sf, which serves as a mechanism for engagement with both desirable and undesirable scientific and technological futures.” (conley, 245) 
	The abject self
	the abject has only one quality of the object—that of being opposed to I” (kristeva,1)
	The Creature's returned gaze also reminds Frankenstein of his own corporeality and thus of his own mortality” (Moffat 241)
	 the corpse, the most sickening of wastes, is a border that has encroached upon everything. It is  no longer I who expel, "I" is expelled. The border has become an object. How can I be without border? (kristeva, 3-4).
	Bodily Boundaries and Assimilating the Abject 
	a fundamental question that Shelley's novel continues to pose in the twenty-first century: does Victor's Creature represent the threatening possibility that science will make the human species obsolete?” (Johnson, 288)
	Literature…represents the ultimate coding of our crises, our most intimate and most serious apocalypses. Hence its nocturnal power (kristeva, 208)
	precisely what makes the coherent body image possible because it marks the boundary between body image and what it is not “ (Weiss 42)
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	“Technological advances and expert knowledge have invaded the body and made it available to be worked on and reconstructed” (Shilling 182)
	“a confrontation with the abject…in order, finally, to eject the abject and re-draw the boundaries between human and non-human” (CREED, 53)�
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